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IN BLACK:
PANTING and HEAVY BREATHING,the wet SQUELCHING noise of oral
sex.
TITLE CARD: FIVE DAYS.
The HEAVY BREATHING crescendos into a quiet shaky WHIMPER,
and the SQUELCHING comes to a halt.
FADE TO:
EXT. FORREST - SUNSET.
MAN and BOY stark naked and pale, Man between two trees,
suspended in ecstasy with the Boy knelling in between his
legs.
Boy rises and pushes Man into tree at his right, with his
hand around his throat almost chest to chest as the Boy
masturbates.
Man pushes Boy to the opposite tree then goes down on him.
The sun is close to vanishing on the horizon, through the
gaps in between the staggered trees.
The Boys breathing becomes erratic, he takes one deep breath
in, as his body convulses as he comes to a climax. The Man
rises, leaning over the Boyoy.
MAN
You make me feel special.
The

Boy kisses his neck, ignoring what he said.
MAN
When I am with you, nothing else -

The Boy kisses his lips and the Man holds him back.
MAN
Look, I know this really isn’t the
ideal situation. But I like you.
Alot.
The Boy gulps. The Man puts his hand on the Boys face, he
pushes him aside to throw up by the tree.
CUT TO:

2.

BLACK:
TITLE CARD: CHAPTER 3: NAIVE
CUT TO:
EXT. FORREST - AFTERNOON.
Man and Boy meet for the first time fully clothed, the Boy
is nervous. The sun is shining through the canopy of trees
revealing a diverse wild life and colors.
Boy puts his handout.
BOY
Hi, it’s MAN
I know.
The Boy awkwardly withdraws his hand. SILENCE. The Man
starts taking his cloths off.
BOY
I like your shoes.
The Man GRUNTS, continuing to taking his cloths off.
BOY
Maybe we could go for a walk. I
thought it would be nice to get to
know each other.
Man pulls down his briefs.
MAN
What are you waiting for? Suck it.
BOY
I- Ok.
The Boy kneels down holding the Man’s hand. The Man pulls
the Boy’s hands around his waist.
MAN
Suck. It.
The Boy obeys.
CUT TO:

3.
BLACK:
TITLE CARD: CHAPTER 2: ECLIPSE.
MAN
You take my breath.
BOY
I take what I want. Your what I
want.
EXT. FORREST - EARLY EVENING.
They both Lay on the soft luscious ground, the Boy stares up
into the trees as the Man leans into him. Man goes to hold
the Boys hand but he flinches. The Man rolls onto his back.
MAN
What’s it like to have everything
you want.
BOY
You’d have to ask someone who
knows.
The Man leans over the Boy once again.
MAN
Am I not enough?
The Boy almost looking at him, SILENCE.
BOY
You are enough, you are.
SILENCE.
MAN
Did you see that film I told you
about?
BOY
Blue Valentine right, the one when
the guy is still in love with her
but she doesn’t love him back
anymore?
MAN
Right...
.
CUT TO:

4.

BLACK:
TITLE CARD: CHAPTER 1:INEXPERIENCED COCK WHORE.
CUT TO:
EXT. FORREST - AFTERNOON.
The forest is surrounded by turgid mist.
The Boy faces the lake, while the Man faces away from him,
FURIOUS.
MAN
I thought that we had something,
that we shared something. Together!
(Beat)
And you don- ’never wanted this’, I
am supposed to believe that?
The Boy is silent, the Man approaches the Boy.
MAN (CONT’D)
Just say you were joking and we can
forget that this ever happened.
The Boy stands up to face the Man.
BOY
I take what I want. I want you, but
I don’t want all of you. You got
connected so now we’re done!
The Man Distances himself, spits in the Boys face.
MAN
As the only person to ever have
intimately know you, your just an
inexperienced cock whore.
The Man Exits, the Boy wipes his face, he receives a call.
BOY
Hey, yeah I’m here, where are you?
CUT TO:

5.

BLACK:
TITLE-CARD: CHAPTER 1: THE MOUNTAINS PEAK.
CUT TO:
EXT. FORREST - NIGHT.
Boy lights the last of a dozen candles as the Man enters.
BOY
I-I just thought that, I would make
it special - For us.
The Distance between them slowly closes as they come
together. The man pulls them into an embrace.
MAN
No one has done anything like this
for me before.
Their lips lock. They slowly undress each other.
The night becomes darker.
Man and Boy are naked, Boy sits on top of the man both up
right glistening with sweat.
BOY
(Out of breath)
You Make me feel special
MAN
I take what I want- I want you, all
of you.
DISSOLVE TO:
EXT. FORREST - SUNSET.
The forest is empty, rain starts to DRIP from the sky into a
HEAVY SHOWER.
MAN
I want you.
BOY
But, I don’t want all of you.
FADE OUT.

